Deliver a smooth
technology experience to
department employees,
the community, and
citizens with Chrome OS
Agencies and departments are finding new ways
to boost employee productivity, improve customer
service for citizens, decrease the time needed to
manage multiple technology investments, ensure
the security of both citizens and employees, and
meet stringent compliance regulations.
However, with increasing digital and data
solutions, government databases have positioned
themselves as major targets for hackers and acts
of cyber warfare.

Chrome OS provides a secure, reliable and compliant
endpoint solution for government agencies:
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Fast deployment and remote management
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virtualized solutions such as Citrix, VMware and more.
In addition, Parallels Desktop provides access to legacy,
proprietary and full-featured applications, like Microsoft
Office, locally on a Chrome OS device.

Reliable experience from anywhere
Chrome OS devices are high-performance, fast,
durable and versatile that works with your existing
infrastructure. Reduce employee interruptions and
downtime with OS updates that install in the
background and quick boot devices.

Benefits from using shared Chrome OS devices
included avoiding upto $1.5 million in legacy
device costs, improving productivity totalling up
to $3 million, and savings upto $477,358 in IT
management and services costs over a threeyear period, according to the Forrester “The
Total Economic Impact of Shared Google
Chrome OS Devices” report commissioned by
Google in September 2018.

Chrome OS supports
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Community self services
Chrome OS devices provide the community and its
citizens a simple and interactive way to access
government information, health benefits, appointment
check-in, virtual courtroom hearings, submit requests,
and check on the status of permits and more. Chrome
OS devices can be used in kiosk mode, or as a shared
device for community services.

Inmate programs
Utilize Chrome OS devices for training & development
and help inmates develop new skills for potential jobs
that may decrease recidivism. Connect offenders to
educational programs and learning materials whether
they’re in the classroom or visiting prison library
computer labs.

Training & development teams
Keep employees engaged and knowledgeable with
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in only four months. We knew that Chromebooks
and Chromeboxes would work right out of the
box in just a few minutes, with the correct
policies applied.
David Grasty,
Corporate Head of Digital Transformation,
Kingston and Sutton London Borough Councils

For more information,
please refer to our website at
https://chromeenterprise.google/os/

